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Abstract—This paper presents a real-time human interaction
detection system using RGB-D cameras to enable context-aware
navigation for mobile robots. The system employs a convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) architecture optimized for efficient
inference on embedded GPUs. Using a keypoint detection based
human detector on RGB-D images, interactions are localized
in the 3D scene using object detection of humans. The de-
tected human interaction zones are integrated into the robot’s
navigation costmaps to modify planned paths accounting for
social spaces. The system is validated through simulated and
real-world tests showing reliable interaction detection at over
10 Hz. The modular system, called Nav2CAN, can be added
to mobile robots operating in ROS2 (Robot Operating System
2) and achieve easy integration and compatibility with other
packages. By combining deep learning-based perception with
semantic navigation costmaps, socially-aware robot navigation
in human environments is achieved.

Index Terms—Context Aware Navigation, Human-Robot Inter-
action, Mobile Robots, ROS2, Nav2, Proxemics

I. INTRODUCTION

As mobile robots become more prevalent in human envi-
ronments, developing navigation systems that understand and
react to social contexts is critical. Context aware navigation
is extending the obstacle avoidance task of conventional navi-
gation with an understanding of the robot’s surrounding. In
the case of social and service robotics, these surroundings
are often filled with humans, which creates a necessity to
understand their actions in order to navigate in a comfortable
and safe manner.

One approach is to leverage proxemics - the study of human
use of interpersonal space as introduced by Edward T. Hall [1]:
the interrelated observations and theories of humans use of
space as a specialised elaboration of culture and defined as
four zones occupying the space surrounding humans. However,
the definition of these proxemic zones have been expanded,
resulting in, among others, more precise definitions of the zone
parameters and the representations of actions performed by
humans in the scene such as moving [2], interacting [3] and
forming groups [4] as shown in Fig. 1.

Some assumptions must be made, however, for a given
robotic platform to implement context aware navigation.
Therefore, determining which social rules the robot must abide
to is essential to guide the implementation of such a robotic
system. For this paper the definition of the social interactions

Fig. 1. Group of people represented by individual egg-shaped proxemic zones.
Yellow represents the intimate zone, green the personal zone, light blue the
social zone and dark blue indicates the public zone. For visual purposes, not
to scale.

between humans are defined by the humans standing in close
vicinity of one another - within the social zones of the
proxemic zone. This means that the robot must be aware of
these interactions when planning navigation. In doing so, the
humans will be more likely in accepting the working robot
and thereby improve the collaboration between human and
robot [5]–[9]. However, this awareness results in a need for a
detection-capability for the chosen interactions and represent
them such that the robot can avoid violating the associated
social rules.

This work is not the first that seeks to explore context or
social awareness [10]–[13]. However, while previous works
have explored proxemics-based navigation, they often lack
modularity and compatibility with the latest robotics software
frameworks rendering them incompatible for use in realistic
working environments. This paper presents Nav2CAN - a
modular system built on ROS2 and the popular Nav2 [14],
[15] navigation stack to enable context aware navigation.
Nav2CAN detects people and their interactions to generate
costmap plugins that respect social norms. This allows seam-
less integration of social awareness into existing navigation
pipelines.

The key contributions are: 1) flexible architecture for con-
text detection and costmap generation using ROS2 nodes



and plugins, 2) a deep learning-based method for detecting
social interactions, 3) validation in simulations and real-world
module tests showing improved awareness and comparison to
prior methods. In addition, by providing Nav2CAN as open
source repository to the research community, we strive to
enable further research and implementations of socially-aware
navigation for mobile robots 1.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion III describes the methods used for Nav2CAN as well as
the considerations needed to achieve context aware navigation
as a plugin for Nav2. Section IV shows the results of the im-
plemented system and how it compares to other human aware
navigation systems. The paper is concluded in section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Proxemics are often leveraged in order to represent indi-
vidual humans in a costmap based navigation stack, such
as Nav2 as shown by Clavero et al. [10] where they alter
the proxemic zones in the case of a wanted collaboration.
Here, the wanted collaboration depends on the user and is
therefore hard to generalize [16]. Marques et al. [11] proposed
a proxemics-based approach for handling activity in the cost
map of the robot. This includes the detection of a human
interacting with a given object and increasing the affordance
space. To understand affordance spaces, the relation between
objects are necessary [17], [18].

For a robot to act on affordance spaces, determining the
action and location of humans are important to achieve com-
fortable navigation, as described by Garg et al. [19]. In this
context, navigation is deemed successful when an interaction
that is perceived positively by the humans involved. Law et
al. [6] show how important the movement of a robot, whether
humanoid, animal-shaped, or any other shape, influences the
trust of said robot. It is found that movement that follows
expected patterns and social standards improves the trust and
comfort around the robot which is important to ensure that
humans want to use the robot [20].

Mavrogiannis et al. [7] describes the importance of under-
standing humans as more than just dynamic obstacles in an
environment to achieve more than just collision avoidance.
Assuming that the human will seek to avoid collision will
improve the trajectory of the robot, resulting in less oscillatory
movement. Babel et al. [21] takes another step in understand-
ing human behaviour by analysing potential conflicts between
humans and robots when working in the same environment.
The authors argue that a robot that always yields can become
inefficient in the long run and therefore must be able to
interrupt the user. Different methods have been tested for
an assertive robot which shows that being polite and using
knowledge from psychology results in higher trust from the
user [12].

For understanding the humans for navigation, it is important
to determine which type of activity must be recognised. Li
et al. [22] describes the necessity to understand the social

1https://github.com/Nav2CAN/main

Fig. 2. Nav2CAN modular system overview. Green represents the people
detection module with standardised output. Red represents the context module
that is transforming the information of the people in the environment into
the form of costmap plugins. Blue represents a Nav2 navigation of any
configuration.

relationships between humans in a scene to understand the
interaction. This means that understanding the relationship
will enable a system, such as a robot, to predict the actions
of interacting humans. Kostevalis et al. [23] used a skeleton-
based approach to understand the activity of the human by
combining the actions of the skeleton with the associated
object in a spatio-temporal network. Sadeghian et al. [13]
uses social and physical cues to understand the potential
paths of humans walking in a scene. Vemula et al. [24]
developed Social attention to predict the trajectories of humans
walking among each other while Li et al. employed natural
language processing frameworks [25], [26] and task dialogue
systems [27] to enable more natural interaction of the mobile
robots with the human operators.

III. METHODS

The system overview of Nav2CAN, is shown in Fig. 2.
Nav2CAN is separated into three modules the People Detec-
tion Module (green), the Context Module (red) and the Nav2
navigation stack (blue).

As shown in Fig. 2 the Context module requires the input
of the people in the surrounding environment of the robot. In
our system, a Kalman filter [28] based multi person tracker
has been deployed that detects people in front of the robot
using two Intel RealSense D435 [29] which provide the option
of aligning depth and RGB images. This enables the use of
detection in RGB to estimate distance from depth.

In order to allow the usage of different people detectors
the message type for the communication between the detector
and the context module needs to be standardised. Here inspi-
ration has been taken from the package people msgs from
ROS1 and its message types type people msgs/People and
people msgs/Person [30] have been re-implemented for ROS2



Fig. 3. An example of the generated social map. Here two people are present
and their proxemics have been generated, showing that the people are facing
away from each other.

such that they can be used for Nav2CAN. This message is
also required to include the tf frame that the measurement is
relative to and a tf tree between that tf frame and the map
tf frame should be supplied.

As our system strives towards being modular and flexible,
the output of the context module needs to be defined such
that it can be used for numerous different applications. Here
the costmap based navigation framework Nav2 is used since
it offers a wide range of different planning and controlling
algorithms that are all based on costmaps for a wide range of
robots. This allows to define the output of the context module
to be costmap layer plugins.

A. Context module

As mentioned in Section I, the main contribution of this
paper is the context module called Nav2CAN. It includes the
necessary nodes to detect the context of a scene and represent
it in a way that is interpretable by conventional costmap based
planners available for Nav2.

The input for the interaction detection is designed to be a
grey scale image such that proxemics are included in the input.
Therefore, a node is required that generates this output from
the poses of all people in the environment. An example of the
generated output is shown in Fig. 3

The resulting value distribution is then thresholded ac-
cording to (1), resulting in the cost distribution. Where the
Gaussian function reflects a Gaussian distribution at the origin
with the variance of θside and value is the one calculated
according to (2) [31].

cost =


maxcost, if value>Gaussian(0.5)
maxcost ∗Gaussian(1.0), if value>Gaussian(1.0)
value ∗maxcost, if value>Gaussian(1.5)
0, otherwise

(1)

value(x, y, theta) = e−(A(x−xi)
2+2B(x−xi)(y−yi)+C(y−yi)

2)

(2)
Where:

Fig. 4. An example of the thresholded cost distribution used for calculating
the social map. Here only one slice of the distribution is calculated. The line
in blue represents the regular Gaussian while the orange function represents
the thresholded values. The horizontal axis contains the distance from the
center in meters while the vertical axis contains the cost value.

• A = cos(θ)2

2∗θ2 + sin(θ)2

2∗θ2
side

• B = sin(2θ)2

4∗θ2 − sin(2θ)2

4∗θ2
side

• C = sin(θ)2

2∗θ2 + cos(θ)2

2∗θ2
side

• θside is the variance to left and right
• θ is variance to the front or back depending on the pixel

coordinate

An example of the thresholded Gaussian is shown in Fig. 4.
The reason for the threshold applied to the cost instead of

the smooth asymmetric Gaussian is to define values for the
different proxemic zones instead of smoothing their transition.
For the experiments for this paper, the intimate zone gets a
unreachable high value of 253 so the robot can never advance
into that zone. The personal zone, however, is divided into a
fixed cost section and a decaying section. The reasoning for
this is that the advancing of the robot into the personal zone
should be discouraged by increasing the cost at the edge of
the zone. As the robot might be required to enter the personal
zone of a person in order to interact with them, the cost is not
further increased within that zone, such that robot can position
itself anywhere within it. This is meant to force the robot to
take the shortest possible path through the personal zone to
its goal. To prevent the people flooding the entire costmap
with low cost values as the Gaussian decays, the distribution
is clipped off at the edge of the personal zone such that the
robot is free in its movement.

The resulting map from the individual people represents the
people at the time of recording relative to the current position
of the robot, using the tf frames. This social map, is centred
at the robots position but is not rotated; instead it is aligned
to the map frame. As a result, interactions in the map are not
moving drastically when the robot rotates in order to avoid
the people in the environment. With precise localisation, this



Fig. 5. Path of Nav2CAN taken around an interaction of two people that
face each other in green. The purple area shows the proxemic zones of the
two people, who are shown as laser-scan in red and turquoise half circles.
Underneath the proxemics is the interaction zone in turquoise. The colors
represent different values in the costmap.

simplifies the combination with the local costmap as the local
costmap is aligned to the odom frame.

As the proxemic zone is a grid of cost values, it is compu-
tationally expensive to calculate. Thus the cost distribution is
calculated during initialisation of the node and then rotated
and copied onto the social map according to the pose of
each detected person. To detect interactions from the above
mentioned social map, a detector is used to determine which
areas of the map contain interactions. The interaction detection
in this work is based on the YOLOv7 architecture [32].

The trained network is constructed as a ROS2 node that
subscribes to the generated social map and detects interactions
within the map. The detections are then re-published as a
message of type BoundingBox, which described the location
and size of the interaction.

The resulting costmaps from the social map and the inter-
action detection can then be generated to use with Nav2. For
the social map, a map is already generated for the interaction
detector and the image can therefore be converted to a costmap
grid by representing the pixel values as cost values and thereby
publishing these values to the Nav2 stack for either the local
or global costmap or alternatively for both.

Similar to the social costmap layer, the interaction layer is
also implemented as a costmap 2d layer and therefore a plugin
that can be added to any Nav2 based navigation stack. The
task of this layer is to draw elliptical cost distributions based
on the bounding boxes detected by the interaction pipeline.
The shape of the elliptical zone is an approximation of the P
space for interaction zones, described by Kendon [2]. As it
is unknown whether this layer is implemented in the global,
local or both costmaps, the coordinates of the center have to be
transformed into the global tf frame of the affected costmap
and the current time. This avoids a swerving cost distribution
that might largely hinder path planning and navigation. From
the received bounding box, the ellipse is drawn into the map
layer using the specified value in the Nav2 parameter setup.

Fig. 6. An example of the testing environment from simulation. Here four
people are standing in a social interaction where the robot needs to move
from on side to the other. The squares of the map are 1m× 1m.

An example of the resulting costmaps can be seen in Fig. 5.

IV. RESULTS

The planner of the navigation stack used in our work
is the default planner nav2 navfn planner/NavfnPlanner.
This planner is then accompanied with the smoother
nav2 smoother::SimpleSmoother, in order to remove edges
caused by the grid based path finding techniques and to
improve path feasibility. The path following is handled by
the controller plugin dwb core::DWBLocalPlanner. In the
experiments performed for this paper, the interaction layer
is added to the global costmap such that movement through
interactions can be discouraged by using an ellipse for the
interaction with a high cost. The social layer is added to the
local costmap such that the controller can steer the robot in
accordance to the defined proxemic constraints.

Nav2CAN is tested against the CoHAN Planner [33] to
determine how the context aware navigation fares against an
established planner for human aware navigation. A simulation
environment is available for CoHAN and it has therefore been
utilised for comparing the capabilities of the two systems.
The resulting simulation environments contain humans in
various groups of varying sizes to test the performance of
the interaction detector and the generated social map for path
planning. The two planners are compared in their distance to
people as well of how they disturb social proxemics zones. As
the CoHAN planner is not developed for interaction detection
the results serve as a indication of how much a system, such as
Nav2CAN, adds values to social mobile robots. An example
of the test environment is depicted in Fig. 6.

For social interactions between two and four people, Co-
HAN shows a tendency to move between people given enough
space while Nav2CAN avoids this entirely and plans a route
outside of the interaction zone. This means that CoHAN will
navigate the robot within 0.72m in-front of the person.



TABLE I
SHORTEST DISTANCE (IN METERS) BETWEEN PERSON CENTRE AND

ROBOT CENTRE DURING EACH SCENARIO.

Navigation system CoHAN Nav2CAN
Scenario
2 people - personal zone 0.89 0.94
2 people - social zone 1.00 3.50
3 people in a group 0.76 2.88
4 people in a group 0.72 3.00

As there are multiple options for detecting people in an
environment, the results presented in this paper only describe
a subset of these possibilities. With the simple detection
system developed for testing, a RGB-D camera was used in
a surveillance setup where the location of people was used
for Nav2CAN. This results in the system being deployable to
a ROS2 network. The tests of the system show that people
located in the camera can be cast into the associated costmaps
and thereby enable context aware navigation.

It is also important for the navigation system of a context
aware mobile robot to operate in real-time. Nav2CAN proves
to perform faster than 10hz by having an average calculation
time of less than 89ms with an unoptimized setup on a Nvidia
Jetson AGX Orin developer kit [34]. This includes the detector
developed for testing. The detection systems were developed
for running on the edge with the Orin mounted to the mobile
robot. This meant the developed interaction detector, using the
Pytorch [35] framework, could run locally on the robot making
the system able to run offline, given sufficient computational
power.

V. DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK

The experiments demonstrate Nav2CAN’s ability to avoid
interrupting detected social interactions compared to baseline
methods, as shown by the metrics in Table I. Qualitative
observations also indicate smoother, more human-aware nav-
igation trajectories around people versus simpler proximity-
based reactive planning. However, limitations exist in relying
solely on proxemics and current interaction approaches. As
humans move through spaces interacting with one another
and objects, their positions and relationships are constantly
changing. More complex social norms will require additional
contextual understanding as for example, detecting office
conversations vs. transient hallway discussions may warrant
different costmap representations.

Future work will focus on increasing the contextual aware-
ness beyond interactions and spatial zones. Skeletal track-
ing and pose analysis could provide richer understanding of
human movements and activities. Incorporating affordances
based on objects, locations, and layouts will allow responding
appropriately across different cultural and interaction contexts.
Graph-based representations could also capture the relation-
ships between people, objects, and locations to enable more
sophisticated reasoning.

An immediate progression of this work will enable the
overall system to be validated on our real-world robotic

Fig. 7. Little Helper [36], based on a MIR100 [37] mobile platform with the
dual Intel RealSense D435 RGB-D sensor setup marked in red.

platforms, known as Little Helpers [36] (latest iteration shown
in Fig. 7), while navigating through a real manufacturing lab.
This progression might highlight new challenges or limitations
due to occlusions of humans in the scene. A major challenge
will be to achieve long-term autonomy as it will require
larger capacity in memory and recurrent inference to gain
acquaintance knowledge of patterns, habits, and behaviours
in a space. Alternative sensing modalities such as speech and
dialogue systems may also help perceive social cues while
accurate intention and trajectory prediction could be achieved
by exploring probabilistic and generative models of human
behaviour.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents Nav2CAN, a modular system for
achieving context-aware navigation in ROS2 using the Nav2
stack. The system incorporates detected human interactions
into costmap layers to shape planned paths that respect social
spaces. The experiments illustrate improved social awareness
compared to proximity-based methods, while also revealing
limitations of the current approach due to the dynamic nature
of the interactions with humans.

However, substantial future research remains to achieve
fully human-aware assistive robots. This will require holis-
tic integration of perception, inference, intention prediction,
path and behavioural planning and interaction across multiple
timescales. As robots are increasingly deployed in domains
like healthcare, retail, and hospitality, they must balance task



planning with social intelligence. Social intelligence for robots
is a complex challenge spanning technology, ethics, design,
policy, and cross-cultural perspectives. The examined method,
Nav2CAN, represents an initial step towards realizing this
long-term vision of seamless navigation and collaboration
between humans and social and service robots in diverse
human populated environments.
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